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Abstract- A proper clean room design is a critical part in a clean room industry to save an energy consumption and an 
investment cost of filters. There are many institutesthat recommend air change rate for a clean room such asthe Institute of 
Environmental Sciences and Technology (IEST) and Food and Drug Administration (FDA).  However, thesetwo institutes 
specify only guidelines of minimum air change rates for each specific level of cleanliness without recommending proper filter 
series.   Clean room designers normally selectfiltersthat follow the guidelines based upon their experience.  Many designers 
select filter series that are low cost without considering the operating cost. This paper proposes a methodology to select proper 
filter series that comply with standards by considering both investment and operating costs. 
 
Index Terms- Clean Room, Filter Selection, LP Model 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A clean room is an environment, typically used in 
manufacturing or scientific research, with a low level 
of environmental pollutants such as dust, airborne 
microbes, aerosol particles, and chemical vapors.  To 
design a clean room, users must specify amount of 
particles that are allowed in the room. Two 
well-known standards, which are Federal 209E and 
ISO classify classes of clean rooms based upon the 
amount of particles and their sizes as in Table I.  For 
example, class 100 of FED 209E is equivalent to class 
5 of ISO allowing 100,000 0.1-µm particles per ft3 or 
23,700 0.2-µm particles per m3[1]. 
 

Table I: Clean room class 

 
 

There are many types of clean room system based 
upon the methods of ventilation such as turbulently 
ventilated system and unidirectional flow 
system.These two systems are similar.  Unidirectional 
flow system always applies to class 100 (FED 209E) 
and below while turbulently ventilated system applies 
to class 1000 (FED 209E) and above.  The difference 
of these two systems is positions where filters are 
placed[2]. An air distribute diagram is shown in Fig 
1. Outside air (OA) flows intoa clean room passing 
through a makeup air unit (MAU) and filters.  

Normally, there are 3 layers of filers: pre-filter, 
medium filter and HEPA filter (High Efficiency 
Particulate Air filter) [2].  Outside air has various 
particulate concentrations, which are treated before 
entering the clean room by filters.  Also activities 
within the clean room generate different internal 
particles.  These particles must be treated by air 
return system.  Air changes per hour, or air change 
rate, which is a measure of the air volume added to or 
removed from a space (normally a room or house) 
divided by the volume of the space is used to specify 
cleanliness acceptance level in steady stage 
concentration [2]. 
 

 
Fig. 1: A clean room air distribute diagram 

 
The IEST specify air change rate for each clean room 
class as in Table II[3]. This guideline recommends 
proper ranges of air change per hour.  For example, 
ISO class 5 or FED 209E class 100 are recommended 
to use air change rate 240-480 per hour.  Clean room 
designers can use these guidelines to select filters.  
Since the ranges of air change rate are quite wide, it 
depends on skills and experience of designers to 
select proper series of air filters.  
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Table II: Recommended air change rates for 
cleanrooms (based on ISO and FED-209 
classification) 

 
 
The clean room steady state concentration can be 
calculated as equation (1).Generally, particle size 
0.5µm is used in calculation.This equation can be 
also used to find a proper air change rate. 
 
x = s+ g/a,   or  a = g / (x-s);        (1) 
where 
s is supply air particulate concentration in particles 
per ft3 
a is the supply air volume flow rate in term of air 
change rate per hour;  
g is the internal generation rate in particles per ft3 per 
hour; and 
x is room or return air concentration in particle per ft3 
 
Supply air particulate concentration can be calculated 
based upon filter efficiency used as in equation (1)[1] 
 
s = SMAUx (1-EPre) x (1-EMedium) x (1-EHEPA)   (2) 

where 
s is supply air particulate concentration in particles 
per ft3 ; 
SMAU is supply air particulate concentration after 
MAU in particles perft3;  
EPre is the Pre-filter efficiency in percent (%);  
EMediumis the Medium-filter efficiency in percent (%);  
EHEPAis the HEPA filter efficiency in percent (%) 
 
To use equations (1) and (2), filter efficiency is an 
input to calculate a proper air change rate. In the 
practical case, many types of air filters can be 
selected.  It is designer decision to selectthe optimal 
air filter seriesto minimize air filter investment cost 
and energy consumption cost[4].The energy 
consumption cost will calculate from the fan power 
and a system pressure drop [5].Not only the filter 
efficiency, system flow and pressure dropbut theair 
moving apparatus, cooling heating apparatus, sound 
attenuator, supply duct, air balance device, duct work 
and fitting and raising flooring also affect to clean 
room energy optimization. This condition can select 
and design during cleanroom building stage [6]. The 
study of an optimizing design of air filters for the 
removal of sub micrometer particles by Rudnick 

(2004) showed how to design the dimension of filter 
to optimize efficiency and energy consumption cost.  
This article supported the belief that room air filters 
performance factor come from the filter pressure 
drop[7].  The key point of selecting filter series is the 
optimal of cleanroom cost from filter price and 
energy consumption [4].  An energy consumption of 
a clean room is not only in an operating stage but a 
cleanroom validated stage also needs the power 
consumption. Suharto and Hassan(2011) presented a 
methodology to determine the optimal location for 
installing a new generating particle unit in which the 
technical, economic and environmental aspects were 
taken into consideration. The location that yields the 
minimum overall energy cost, total emission and 
system loss is considered as the optimal location for 
installing the new generating particle unit [8]. There 
are many tools to solve the optimization problem.  A 
Linear programming model is one of the tools that 
can solve the optimization problem in various 
applications.Torabi (2012)adapted a mix integer multi 
objective linear programing model to select the 
location of building new facility aiming to satisfy the 
total power network demand. The minimum cost and 
CO2 emission were taken into account [9]. 
Siriariyaporn and Robinson (2008) applied linear 
programming techniques to select the number of 
electric generator and reserve unit by co-optimize the 
energy and operating reserve in real time electricity 
market based on the cost of generator. This paper 
used a linear programing solution to support the 
decision which was sufficiently fast to give a 
real-time solution within 5minutes [10]. Another 
study of optimization by Ramacher and Monch 
(2012) presented a minimizing cost service selection 
model based on a mathematical programming model 
that considered complex service charging models to 
select the most appropriate services[11]. Zhen (2011) 
applied linear programming model to a three-phase 
optimization model for the transportation of multiple 
petroleum products using pipelines, where the aim 
was to ensure that all depots were able to fulfill their 
demand for each petroleum product while minimizing 
costs[12]. Since a linear programming model has 
been applied in various types of optimal selecting 
problem, this paperproposes this method to solve the 
problem. 
 
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
When a designer gets requirements from a user to 
design a cleanroom,normally, s/hedesigns the clean 
roombased upon guidelines or standards. The key 
points for getting to cleanliness class are air change 
rate and filter efficiency. There are many guidelines 
for a clean room design that recommend the air 
change rate and filter efficiency astable II. 
However, the guideline only recommends the range of 
air change.  For instance, if we want to make a clean 
room class 1000, the recommended air change rate is 
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150-240 per hour. In case of filter series consideration, 
the filter series are selected depending on condition of 
supply particle contaminate, internal particle generate 
etc. The designer must spend time to select the filter 
series since there are many types of filters that can fit 
to guidelines. 
There isa cases study of the clean room design which 
the difference filter series are selected. The customer 
sets the requirements as following: clean room class 
10000 (particles not over 10,000 particles per ft3), 
supply concentration 1,000,000 particles per ft3, 
internal generate particle is 500,000 particles per ft3, 
pressure drop not over than 1,000 Pascal and clean 
room size 202,500 ft3. In the stage of conceptual 
design, there are two different filter series and the air 
change rate design from two subcontractors as in table 
III. 
 
Table III: Sample data shows the difference in two clean room 

designs 

 
 

These two designs are different while they confirm to 
make a clean room as customer’s requirement. If we 
consider only the investment cost of filters, the 
customer tends to select the design no. 2 by usingthe 
filter series as pre-filter efficiency 20%,medium filter 
efficiency 60% and HEPA filter efficiency 99.97%. 
The user does not know which design is better until 
operating stage of cleanroom.The two designs have 
the difference condition from the air change rate 
selecting. The low efficiency filter will need to 
increase the air change rate for making the clean 
room requirement class. So the operation cost will 
increase from the electric power cost.  So the optimal 
clean room filter series and the air change rate 
selecting must to consider at the same time to reduce 
overall cost. 
 
III. METHODS 
 
This problem is the optimization problem which has2 
types of main decision variables: filter series and air 
change rate per hour.  However, if these two decision 
variables are in the model at the same time, they make 
model become non-linear, which is difficult to find the 
optimal solution.  Therefore, we simplify the model by 
keeping air change rate as a constant, and use model to 

get the optimal filter series based upon the given air 
change rate.  Then we repetitively solve the model by 
changing air change rate unit we get the optimal air 
change rate and filter series.  
Basically, customer provides the detail requirement of 
clean room as below: 
1) The clean room class 
2) The area of clean room 
3) Supply particle concentration 
4) Internal generate particle 
5) Minimum filter performance air flow support 
6) Maximum pressure drop from filter series 
 
The final design of clean room must to meet the all 
requirementsso the cheapest investment and operating 
cost is the solution toadvice customer. 
 We apply a linear programing model to solve this 
problem by using the model as follow 
 
Indices 

I: A	set	of	pre	 ilter											i = 1, … , n 
J: A	set	of	medium	 ilter	j = 1, … , m 
K: A	set	of	HEPA	 ilter					k = 1, … , l 

 
Decision Variables 

Y  =

1										if	select	pre	 ilter	i	
												medium	 ilter	j	and	

HEPA		 ilter	k
0																								Otherwise

 

 
Parameters 
1) The cost of each filter used in objective function. 
Pcost :cost of pre-filter i (THB/Pcs.) 
Mcost : cost of medium filterj (THB/Pcs.) 
Hcost : cost of HEPA filterk (THB/Pcs.) 
2) The pressure drop of each filter used in objective 
function.  
Pressure	Drop	 : pressure drop of filter 
series	i	j	k(Pascal) 
3) The flow of each filter used in objective function. 
P low	 :flow rate of pre-filter i (ft3/min) 
M low	 :flow rate of medium filterj(ft3/min) 
H low :flow rate of HEPA filter k (ft3/min) 
4) The pressure drop of each filter used in objective 
function.  
Eff :efficiency of filter series i	j	k (%) 
5) CustomerPressure: maximum  pressure drop from 
customer(Pascal) 
6) CustomerClass	: maximum concentration of 
particle in clean room (particles/ft3) 
7) InternalGenerate : concentration of Internal 
generate particle (particles/ft3) 
8) S  : concentration of supply airafter MAU 
particle (particles/ft3) 
9) RoonSize : room size in unit ft3 
(Width) x(Length) x (Height) 
10) EnergyCost1 : energy consumption cost from 
Supply Capacity by fan motor (THB) 
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11) EnergyCost2 : energy consumption cost by 
power loss from pressure drop (THB) 
12) a: air change rate per hour (per hour) 
 
Objective function: 
Minimize annual cost per year (filter Investment cost 
and energy consumption cost) 
 
Min Z =  

Customer Flow
P low × Pcost

+  
Customer Flow

M low × Mcost

+
Customer Flow

H low × Hcost

× Y 	+ (EnergyCost1
+ (EnergyCost2 

× Y

× PressureDrop ))   
           (THB/year)     

(
3
) 

Constraints 
1) The pressure drop of filters is not more than 
pressure drop requirement. 

Y × PressureDrop

≤ Customer	PressureDrop   
                     
 (4) 
2) The room air concentrationis not more thanthe class 
of clean room. The air concentration can find by 
equation (1) 
 
 
InternalGenerate

a + S × Y × Eff   

≤ Customer	Particle 
                 (5) 
3) Only one filter series can be selected. 

Y = 1   

              (6) 
 

4) The variable is binary. 
Y ∈ {0,1}			∀	i, j, k         (7) 
Table IV showsexamples of filter’s performance.Each 
of filters has its individual performancethat can be 
brought to calculate in equation (4), (5), and (6). 
 
Table IV: The specification of filters fromAmerican 
Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and 

Air-conditioning Engineers Standard (ASHRAE 
Standard) 

 
 
The table showsproperties of each type of filters.  
However, parameters in the model come from series 
of pre, medium and HEPA filters. Therefore, we need 
to calculate the values of parameter before inputting 
to the model.  For example, efficiency of the series 
can be calculated as follow. 
 
Eff  = (1-Pre efficiency) x (1-Memium Efficiency) x 
(1-HEPA Efficiency)  
 
In case of pressure drop, parameter will be calculated 
by summing the pressure drop of each type of filters; 
PressureDrop = Pre Filter Pressure Drop + 
Medium Filter Pressure Drop + HEPA Filter Pressure 
Drop 
We also want to know the optimal air change rate but 
we cannot set this variable as the decision variable 
since it will make the model become non-linear. We 
solve this problem by setting air change rate to be 
parameter and getting the optimal series filter from a 
given air change rate then vary air change to get other 
optimal series.Best z-value among all levels of air 
change rate will provide the minimum overall cost. 
In case of clean room class 100 and 10, the system 
will be designed for low ceiling and use ceiling filter 
to make the unidirectional air flow (Laminar) to 
control the internal generate particle. The important 
requirement is the air velocity after pass thought 
ceiling filter at 72 Feet/minute (FPM) [1] so the 
minimum air change rate of this case will varies as 
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follow: 
System	Air	Flow 
= Air	Change	Rate × Room	Size	(w) × (L)

× (H)/60 
or 
=
Velocity	Cieling ×
	Cieling	Filter	Area(80%	of	Room	cieling)[1] 
 
So the minimum air change rate can find bytwo 
equationsas follow: 
Air	Change	Rate
= Velocity	Cieling

×
CielingFilterArea(80%	of	Room	cieling) × 60

Room	Size		(w) × (L) × (H)  

 
The energy cost in equation (3) come from the fan 
motor power and power loss bythe pressure drop of 
system where can be calculated by the term of air 
change and room size as follow: 
 
Energy cost 1 is the fan motor power [5]. 
 
Energy	Cost	1
= 	System	Flow	(CFM)

× 	Fan	Power	
KW
CFM Electric	Unit	cost

THB
KW × Hour

× 	
Hour
Year  

 
Energy cost 2 is the power loss from filter pressure 
drop [5] 
 
	Energy	cost	2

= 	
Pressure	Drop × 	System	Flow × 	Fan	Coef icient

Fan	Ef iency × 1000  

× Electric	Unit	cost
THB

KW × Hour × 	
Hour
Year  

 
 
For this model, the total electric cost will be affected 
from selected filter series, which have different 
pressure drop, and air change rate affects system 
flow. 
 
IV. RESULT 
 
After formulating the LP Model, we use MS Excel 
Solver to solve the problem.   Here is an example 
problem, which comes from the real customer 
requirements. 
 
Requirements: 
Clean room Class 10,000   (Particles/ft3),  
Supply Concentrate 1,000,000 Particles,  
Max Pressure Drop 1,000 Pa,  
Internal Generate 300,000 Particles,  
Room Size (W x L x H) 80 x 80 x 9 ft3 
The results show as in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2: The example of result from the program 

 
Table V: The result detail from the program 

 

 
 
The result shows the optimal combine series filter by 
varying the air change rate in case of clean room class 
10000.  The best filter series are 20%,50%,99.97% by 
Pre-Medium-HEPA filters, the steady stage of 
concentration is 9,681 particles/ft3 which meets 
requirements.  Customer can consider other air 
change rate and easily select the most appropriate 
filter series of each air change rate. At the same time 
the result will show the steady concentration stage by 
the air change. 
 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMEND 
 
As the program can select the many conditions, the 
point of clean room design must be consider is the air 
change rate. The parameter, which directly affects the 
air change, is the internal generate particle. 
If the air change rate is high the energy cost will high 
also. So in this program the user can select and 
simulate many conditions to find the optimal result. 
About the filter series selection, itisdirectly 
affectedfrom the supply concentration as show in 
table. 
 

Steady Stage Particle THB 
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Table VI:  Air change rate versus filters in different 
concentration 

 
 

Table VI showsthat supply concentration affects the 
filter series. This program allows users to consider 
many options depending on customer survey of data 
inputting. 
 

Table VII shows Comparison of previous designs 
from designers and program designs based upon filter 
costs, energy cost and total cost.. 

Table VII: Comparison of previous designs and program designs 

 
 

The result compare with the finished project it shown 
the conceptual design of clean room uses high air 
change rate.This data can get from designer which 
they will show the conceptual design to user during 
project bidding stage. It must to adjustduring 
commissioning test.  When air change rate increases, 
it is highly effect to annual energy consumption cost. 
At the same time designers select filter series from 
the reference project without surveying the outside air 
contaminate. The specifications of filters or air 
change rate are over and unreasonable with work site 
concentration. So the filter investment cost is high, 
which affect the bidding project which is high 
competitive in limited budget.  Not only the filter 
efficiency affects the cost but the pressure drop of 
filter also affect to energy cost for owner. Many 
designersdo not consider in the pressure drop 
difference so this effect will be showed to owner in 
operation stage. This is the conceptual design that 
helps the designer and estimate staff to calculate the 
clean room construction cost. The program 
calculating is the easy possible way to build clean 
room from owner requirement. The importance 
requirement that must be confirm before design clean 
room are clean room class, room size, outside 
contaminate, internal generate particle, filter 
efficiency and filter pressure drop [6]. 
Nowadays, clean room technology considers the 
concept ofenergy saving so many clean room designs 
in hard disk manufacturing use Fan Filter Unit (FFU) 
to circulate the air under the ceiling covering 
onlyserous zone. That means the initial class of clean 

room will design to class 100000 to reduce air change 
rateand use FFU to install on the class 10000 in 
specific area and class 1000 in specific tighten 
area.This FFU can adjust the velocity to make 
unidirectional flow and can change the higher 
efficiency depend on class. The investment cost is 
higher but the energy consumption cost is lower. This 
is the point must to consider the optimal of 
investment cost and energy cost [9].  Our future 
research will develop a methodology to serve this 
new design.  
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